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Thank you 
to

Alejandra & SOC

Patrick & LOC

for a superb meeting

The organisation has been
excellent

The number of participants illustrates the 
awareness and importance

of Gaia science
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The origins of Gaia
Science case proposed vs today



Perryman (ESA PS) summary at 
November 1997 Leiden meeting







Gaia “Red Book”



Approved, Optimisation and budget saving continued



GAIA Accuracies and our Galaxy

10 µas = 10% distances at 10 kpc 10 µas/yr = 1 km/sec at 20 kpc



GAIA: Key Science Objectives
• Structure and kinematics of our Galaxy:

– shape and rotation of  bulge, disk and halo
– internal motions of star forming regions, clusters, etc
– nature of spiral arms and the stellar warp
– space motions of all Galactic satellite systems

• Stellar populations:
– physical characteristics of all Galactic components
– initial mass function, binaries, chemical evolution
– star formation histories 

• Tests of galaxy formation:
– dynamical determination of dark matter distribution
– reconstruction of merger and accretion history

⇒ Origin, Formation and Evolution of the Galaxy



Stellar Astrophysics
• Comprehensive luminosity calibration, for example:

– distances to 1% for 18 million stars to 2.5 kpc
– distances to 10% for 150 million stars to 25 kpc
– rare stellar types and rapid evolutionary phases in large numbers
– parallax calibration of all distance indicators

e.g. Cepheids and RR Lyrae to LMC/SMC

• Physical properties, for example:
– clean Hertzsprung-Russell sequences throughout the Galaxy
– solar neighbourhood mass function and luminosity function

e.g. white dwarfs (~200,000) and brown dwarfs (~50,000)
– initial mass and luminosity functions in star forming regions
– luminosity function for pre main-sequence stars
– detection and dating of the oldest (disk and halo) white dwarfs
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Testing stellar evolution

Pleiades

Gaia’s first all-sky-map

Combine distance and apparent brightness
to determine intrinsic properties of the
stars in a single-age cluster:

Observe the effects of mass on otherwise 
similar stars



Deep and uniform detection of all moving objects:
• complete to 20 mag
• discovery of ~105 - 106 new objects (cf. 65,000 presently)
• taxonomy and mineralogical composition versus heliocentric distance
• diameters for ~1000 asteroids
• masses for ~100 objects
• orbits: 30 times better than present, even after 100 years
• Trojan companions of Mars, Earth and Venus
• Edgeworth-Kuiper Belt objects: ~300 to 20 mag + binarity + Plutinos
• Near-Earth Objects: 

– e.g. Amors, Apollos and Atens (442: 455: 75 known today) 

– ~1600 Earth-crossing asteroids > 1 km predicted (100 currently known)

– GAIA detection: 260 - 590 m at 1 AU, depending on albedo

GAIA: Studies of the Solar System



GAIA: Discoveries of Extra-Solar Planets

• Large-scale detection and physical characterisation
• 20,000- 30,000 giants to 150-200 pc

e.g. 47 UMa: astrometric displacement 360 µas

• complete census of all stellar types (P = 2-9 years)
• masses, rather than lower limits (m sin i)
• orbits for many (≈5000) systems
• relative orbital inclinations for multiple systems
• mass down to 10 MEarth to 10 pc



Galaxies, Quasars, and the Reference Frame

• Parallax distances, orbits, and internal dynamics of nearby galaxies

• Galaxy survey, including large-scale structure

• ~500,000 quasars: kinematic and photometric detection

• ~100,000 supernovae

• ΩM, ΩΛ from multiple quasar images (3500 to 21 mag)

• Galactocentric acceleration: 0.2 nm/s2 ⇒ ∆(aberration) = 4 µas/yr 

• Globally accurate reference frame to ~0.4 µas/yr



Dark energy?



General Relativity/Metric

• From positional displacements:
– γ to 5×10-7 (cf. 10 -5 presently) ⇒ scalar-tensor theories
– effect of Sun: 4 mas at 90o;  Jovian limb: 17 mas;  Earth: ~40 µas

• From perihelion precession of minor planets:
– β to 3×10-4 - 3×10-5 (×10-100 better than lunar laser ranging) 
– Solar J2 to 10-7 - 10-8 (cf. lunar libration and planetary motion)

• From white dwarf cooling curves:
– dG/dT to 10-12 - 10-13 per year (cf.  PSR 1913+16 and solar structure)

• Gravitational wave energy: 10-12 < f < 10-9 Hz

• Microlensing: photometric (~1000) and astrometric (few) events

• Cosmological shear and rotation (cf. VLBI)



GAIA Observatory: Early Science 

• Continuously throughout the mission:
– broad-band photometry
– medium-band photometry
– radial velocity spectroscopy

=> VARIABLES, INTERESTING OBJECTS,
SOLAR SYSTEM SOURCES, SUPERNOVAE,…

⇒ A REAL-TIME VIDEO OF THE 
SKY at 0.1arcsec resolution...



Gaia spectrophotometry 
350 – 1020nm

Gaia 16aeg - Transition from 
supernova to nebular spectrum

Data are NOT flux corrected

Get the GaiaAlerts smartphone App!

Gaia daily science alerts
https://gaia.ac.uk 

Gaia16aye



Summary (2000)
GAIA will determine:

– when the stars in the Milky Way formed
– when and how the Milky Way was assembled
– how dark matter in the Milky Way is distributed

GAIA will also make substantial contributions to:
– stellar astrophysics
– Solar System studies
– extra-solar planetary science 
– cosmology 
– fundamental physics

Gaia team has done an excellent job explaining how to use Gaia data 
“Bayesian” dominates the wordcloud

the primary legacy of DR1

After 25 years work by the Gaia project team, science results free for all are starting

Summary (2017)



The people 
behind Gaia



Gaia science:  learning how to learn 
Science results – new sources, supernovae 
directly to the public. 
For schools, amateurs, anyone….

https://gaia.ac.uk  is a simple interface 
to all Gaia science

We are working with global robotic 
telescopes available for school 
educational use to follow-up Gaia 
discoveries.

School classes can learn science by doing 
original science. “Adopt a Supernova”

follow Copernicus:
learn from data,
not preconceptions.
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